Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam Water Response Fact Sheet

SUPPORT TO OUR FAMILIES IN NEED:

- Navy and Marine Corps Relief Society has served 1,042 affected residents; disbursing $606,098.
- 24/7 JBPHH Emergency Operations Center (EOC) have received 1,833 phone calls to date. Majority of calls concerning odor and medical questions in Hickam Area housing communities. We will continue to respond with environmental teams.
- Water distribution: 10.5K gal over the last 24 hrs, an increase of 3K gal from yesterday, attributing due to the improved weather. Total of 92.5K gal delivered to date. Providing to all schools, CDCs, & barracks/dorms.
- MWR providing support and food for families at Makai Rec Center, Catlin Park, and Halsey Terrace.

People (current as of Dec. 8, 2021/12:00 HST unless otherwise noted)

- 1893 households affected:
  - 435 families staying in home
  - 923 procuring temporary off-base housing
  - 535 receiving U.S. government-procured housing
- 754 temporary lodging allowance (TLA) claims have been made
- Nine shower facilities are available throughout the JBPHH vicinity, with business hours ranging from 5:00am-8:30pm HST in some locations, and 24 hours at others.
- Three health screening facilities are available in the JBPHH vicinity for military members, Department of Defense civilians and contractors, and their families, for screening, advisement, and treatment as needed.
- 2146 medical appointments and screenings have been conducted (as of Dec. 6, 2021)

Logistics (current as of Dec. 7, 2021/3:00 HST unless otherwise noted)

- Bottled and bulk potable water resources:
  - 17,975 bottles of water
  - 5,780 gallons of potable water in trucks
  - 4,250 gallons of water in mobile containers
- Water distribution is at four locations across the JBPHH vicinity, and at multiple locations at the Alimanu Military Reservation (AMR), with hours ranging from 7:00am-8:00pm HST.
Drop off laundry services are available at four locations, near water distribution stations, throughout the JBPHH vicinity with hours ranging from 9:00am-1:00pm HST. Supporting the CDC schools with pickup/drop off service.

Four locations throughout the JBPHH vicinity have portable toilets, handwashing stations, and dumpsters.

**Water / Engineering** (current as of Dec. 8, 2021/8:00 HST unless otherwise noted)

- 890 water samples have been collected, with 529 tests completed